CJC believes in you: your courage to overcome, your capacity to grow, your potential to lead and your strength to show others the way. Singapore’s third junior college, CJC is an institution marked by tradition but driven by change - the desire to help our students be the best and brightest they can be. We offer our young men and women the fullest care with the greatest fervour, through a dedicated family of teaching professionals who know how to nurture a CJC graduate ready to take his or her place in the world.

In truth and love we will inspire you with a broad-based, rigorous academic and co-curricular programme that offers myriad opportunities to develop the body and spirit, heart and mind. We will foster in you the life skills, people skills, confidence and self-reliance that mark all 35 proud generations of CJC graduates.

Excellence in learning and living is our vision. One of only three JCs offering the English Language Elective Programme, CJC boasts a stellar Humanities programme and a robust Science Honours programme for the thinking individual. Our philosophy is to always excite the mind and encourage creative learning of the wider world. Our Catholic tradition of excellence in all we do will provide you the start you need in your journey towards academic success and personal fulfillment. Like you, forward is our favourite direction.

In the heart of Singapore, our Whitley Road campus provides you a platform for research and discovery. Our facilities, equipped with high-tech learning tools like smart boards and purpose-built CCA rooms, have been engineered for both serious work and serious play. While close to the hustle and bustle of the city, CJC campus life is certainly no less vibrant with a brimming calendar of activities designed by students for students, from environmental awareness drives to charity bazaars, exclusive rock concerts to movies under the stars. Catholic Junior College wants to be your school, your home, your launch pad.

Light your world. Shine your wonder.
Shine your wonder.

CJC is the college that will open new doors for you. Whether you are a six-pointer or have just met our cut-off score, CJC is a place for the all-rounder to excel in and beyond academics. The prospective CJC student should be bold, creative, inquisitive, unconventional or whenever possible, all at once.

CJC recognises talent. We actively seek bright sparks in and beyond the classroom. Through the Direct School Admission exercise, we admit students with diverse talents who will soar to great heights and inspire a college community ever eager to cheer them on.

CJC rewards talent. We are proud to offer the Flame Scholarship and Archbishop Scholarship for deserving candidates who push the limits in their academic or co-curricular performance.

CJC is there for you. To help needy students achieve the best they can, we provide the Financial Assistance Scheme and our own Needy Student Fund. Foreign scholars can find lodging, friendship and much more at the nearby CJC Hostel.

Affiliated Schools
Assumption English School
Catholic High School
CHIJ Secondary (Toa Payoh)
CHIJ St Nicholas Girls' School
CHIJ St Theresa's Convent
CHIJ St Joseph's Convent
CHIJ Katong Convent
Hai Sing Catholic School
Holy Innocents' High School
Maris Stella High School
Montfort Secondary School
St Anthony's Canossian Secondary
St Gabriel's Secondary School
St Joseph's Institution
St Patrick's School

Students from affiliated schools are given a 2-point L1R5 deduction.

Cut-off Point*

Science 10 POINTS
Humanities 11 POINTS

*As of 2010. Subject to change.
Your Stage. Your Move. CJC is a home for your passion and your creative expression.
Fuel your body.

Here in CJC, we never let talent go unnoticed. We insist that our students explore new and existing interests in co-curricular activities that mould the body and build character. It is by seizing these opportunities to test themselves that our students inherit the CJC spirit of **self-belief, passion and persistence** that can drive academic excellence and shape worldly perspectives.

**We are your canvas.** This passion is reflected in our accomplishments in the performing arts, with **Dance, Symphonic Band and Choir** all achieving Gold (with Honours) at the Singapore Youth Festival in 2009. Bolstered by a 750-seat **Performing Arts Centre**, our performing arts groups literally have a stage to showcase their diverse talents, be they in the Drama Society, Chinese Orchestra, Guitar Ensemble or the Music Ministry.

**A sporting culture.** Our niche sports, **Fencing, Shooting, Judo and Canoeing** also continue to bring the college glory, consistently winning medals and trophies yearly. Cross Country and Track & Field too have met with exceptional success, with top-3 finishes in various events. Not far behind are our other sports and games CCAs. Basketball, Badminton, Gymnastics, Hockey, Lawn Bowls, Netball, Rugby, Soccer, Sports and Fitness, Swimming, Tenpin Bowling, Volleyball and Tennis are all offered for athletes ever eager to test themselves to the limit.

**Your interest is our interest.** Whether you are a shutterbug, aspiring journalist or future philanthropist, CJC caters to your interests and offers you an opportunity to **kickstart a new passion.** Fan your flame from our extensive compendium of clubs and societies: Astronomy, Bridge, Chess, Chinese LDDS, Debating and Public Speaking, Editorial, Environmental Society, First Aid, Film Sound Video, Interact, Indian Cultural Society, Legion of Mary, Library, Magazine, Malay Cultural Society, Mathematics, Nexus, Outdoor Activities Club, Science Honours Society, Student Council, Saint Vincent de Paul, Uniform Groups and Youth Flying Club.
Get on top of the world.

**Humanities**
- ELL
- Literature
- Economics
- Geography
- History
- Mathematics

3 x H2 Subjects

**1 x H1 Subject**
- Mathematics
- Physics
- Chemistry
- Literature
- Geography
- History
- CSE

+ GP
+ PW
+ MT

4 H2 combinations are open to students with L1R5 scores of 10 and below. H3 Literature, H3 History, H3 Geography and H3 Economics are offered to outstanding students in JC2. For a detailed outline of subject combinations, please refer to cjc.edu.sg
Discover new ways of seeing.

Science stream students may offer ELL, Literature, Geography, History or Economics at H2 level as their fourth contrasting subject.

4 H2 combinations are open to students with L1R5 scores of 10 and below. H3 Biology, H3 Chemistry, H3 Physics, H3 Mathematics and H3 Economics are offered to outstanding students in JC2. For a detailed outline of combinations, please refer to cjc.edu.sg
Ignite your mind.

CJC is rising in Singapore’s junior college scene, with results improving year upon year since 2002. We are motivated by a desire to enable, drive and nurture the intellectual gift in each and every one of our students, pushing them to the best of their abilities. A CJC education is not just preparation for life. It is a life in itself.

Standing on the shoulders of CJC’s most experienced minds, our Science Honours programme melds an intensive grounding in theory with independent research and rigorous practice. The results speak for themselves. Our top Science students, Cheryl Lynn Chan (07/08) and Joshua Goh (08/09) have been awarded prestigious Public Service Commission (PSC) scholarships and in true CJC spirit, will go on to pursue their passion in the sciences.

Looking at the stars, CJC’s Humanities programme has long been known for its outstanding results in History and Literature. Our effervescent Humanities students are led through progressive steps that allow them to gain broader perspectives and be challenged to think critically. With overseas field trips and key events like History Night, Literary Evening and the CJC Literature Seminar, our students are urged to see their subjects in a different light and express their learning creatively.

Excellence in English Language. CJC, offering the exciting English Language Elective Programme, aims to imbue students with a keen linguistic and cultural awareness necessary in a fast-changing global landscape. A brand new English Language Studies Centre with top-of-the-line voice recorders, cameras and smart boards are all part of a synergistic ELEP enhanced by an erudite, eloquent CJC culture. Our ELL students truly are scholars, with 20 MOE ELEP Scholarships awarded to CJC. Our prestigious annual ELL Symposium and work attachment programme have attracted significant interest and are fast becoming our signature.

Opportunities await the best. We always cultivate our brightest and most vivacious minds. 36 of our top Science and Humanities students are sent yearly to Cambridge University for a two-week programme to deepen their passion and widen their perspectives. Cultural exchanges and special trips abroad are part of our desire to give our students a global outlook. A select number of thinker-scholars in bloom are also groomed for the annual Pre-U Seminar, academic symposiums, conferences, H3 university partnerships. Our mission is to make our best even better.
Thinker. Teacher. Friend. CJC provides a stimulating environment where teachers impart their expert knowledge with the utmost exuberance and inspire learning as a raison d'être.
One Family. One Proud Tradition. Current student Amos Liew (2T14 ‘10) and alumnus Aaron Rajoo (2S15 ‘99) have represented CJC in competitive rugby. Aaron now teaches Physics at the college.
Find a new you. The heart of the CJC philosophy is to help our students grow into confident, assertive, self-directed and compassionate young adults. Our Student Development programme is shaped to imbue in our students the courage and vision to be who they want to be in life. The 100-over National Youth Achievement Awards (NYAA) our students have earned every year since 2006 vouch for the perseverance, self-belief and responsibility evident in every CJC graduate. Setting on the table a buffet of activities from survival camps in Pulau Tinggi to adventure expeditions across Malaysia, we want you to conquer your own limits to achieve your own vision of success.

Leadership from within. We empower all our students to be leaders in their own right, ever ready to make a contribution to local and global communities. Since 2002, our overseas service-learning projects have grown in number and destinations with 764 CJC students leading and financially supporting their own endeavours in 2009. Their care for the less fortunate in Cambodia, Thailand, the Philippines, Indonesia and India truly embody the CJC spirit of service. This philosophy of ours has even earned us national recognition, with Outstanding Development Awards in both National Education and Character Development.

Believe in who you can be. We do.
Each and every minute in a CJC year is a moment you will keep for the rest of your life. Your time in CJC is a journey with your Home Tutorial class - your best friends for 2 years and many more. It is a journey with a united community always ready to lend an ear, or a helping hand. It is a journey in faith and love that will help make the best of your future.

Warm hearts, full spirit. As a Catholic school, we embrace all faiths. Everyone is welcome to attend morning mass, held three times a week at our new chapel by Father Leslie Raj SJ and our twice-weekly morning prayer service on non-mass days. In CJC, faith will always be our guide and our light. The spirit of the CJC family will lead your way through the laughter, tears, fears and successes on your journey.

We will be your anchor. You will steer. Every minute in CJC, forward in faith, will be yours to seize, yours to cherish and yours to remember, always. Always in truth and love.